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P A V E L C E R V l C E K 

NOTES ON T H E ROCK PAINTINGS R E C E N T L Y 
E X P L O R E D IN C E N T R A L S A H A R A 

Lately, two archaeological expeditions explored the Tassili-n-Ajjer region where 
the world's greatest gallery of prehistoric rock paintings now appears to be situated1. 
Paintings and engravings, either in caves or upon open rock walls, are a common 
character of Upper Palaeolithic throughout large areas of Europe2 where they 
have been studied in detail for years3. In Africa, the ancient art manifests itself 
in a similar way on vast areas all over the continent. In northern and southern 
parts of Africa, the rock paintings and engravings are of naturalistic or semi-naturalis
tic character, whereas the schematic drawings and engravings are the main characte
ristic of the tropical belt between Angola and Mozambique. Having penetrated 
to Southern Rhodesia and western Sudan, they merged in the realistic art. In 
Tanganyika, some drawings have been dated by L.S.B. Leakey as Upper Palaeo
lithic. Those from Victoria Lake have been assigned to the Stillbay culture represent
ing mesdlithic in Eastern Africa. A narrow corridor running from south to north 
joins the two desert and steppe regions of realistic art4 which, of course, do not 
represent the same racial substratum5. The South African frescoes were examined 
by H . Breuil who dates the most ancient of them as early as 10.000 years B. C. 4. 
Van Riet-Lowe7 and Schofield8 think that all the paintings were made by the Bush-
mans several hundreds of years ago. 

Before we proceed to concentrate on the main subject of this paper, we hold it 
for necessary to point out that an evolution of artistic styles exists solely in connection 
with the development of the whole social structure, which manifests itself in a number 
of features which can be hold for common to the rock paintings and engravings 
all over the world. Firstly, it is quite certain that the aim of the primitive art differed 
greatly from that of the modern one. The only acceptable explanation of the primitive 
art is that art was necessary for the very existence of the primitive man, that in 
his belief art was needed not only for effective hunting but also for maintaining 
fecundity and generation of both herds to be hunted and his clan. T. V. Plechanov9 

adduces many arguments that the aesthetical side of art was preceded by the practical 
one. In a primitive society, art is not a matter of the individual. It is collective and 
expresses what is considered to be useful, beneficial and important to the society. 
The production of art started with and as result of man's belief in supernatural 
powers and magic.10 The primitive hunter made animal drawings as part of the 
actions he performed in order to hunt them. The supporters of this theory do not 
deny any aesthetical feeling to the primitive man; they only say it is secondary. 
And we really have some evidence, though very scarce, for magical ceremonies 
performed in Upper Palaeolithic times11, for the performance of which the paintings 
together with figurines of clay were used. The purpose of the magical rituals was to 
ensure the hunter success in hunting animals or to promote both herds' and his 
clan's fecundity12. The Australian aborigines still practise a similar magical ritual 
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on the eve of every hunt. They draw a portrait of the animal they want to hunt 
on a rock or on the ground. Then they dance around the picture, piercing it with 
their spears and thus killing the symbol of the animal. They believe that no animal 
can be hunted without this ritual as they make no difference between the picture 
and the animal itself. In their opinion, the hunt on the following day is a mere 
formality, since the animal is thought to have been already killed by piercing its 
picture13. These ceremonies were therefore hold for still more important than hunting 
and primitive men wasted a lot of time by performing them. In this way, religion14 

diverted man's activity from production and hindered the development of productive 
forces of the society since the most ancient times. On the other hand, it is sometimes 
argued that the mere act of drawing the animal must have given the primitive man 
man the feeling of power over him: "hunting" the drawing must have boosted 
that feeling, given him an omen and held a promise for him. 1 5 For such use, the 
drawings of the Palaeolithic hunter had to be very lifelike, otherwise they would not 
meet the basic requirement of replacing the living animal. The hunters would not 
intend to hunt a certain specimen of the herd at that time; therefore the general 
effect, the attitude and character of the animals as representatives of species were 
more important to convey than the details, which resulted in the so-called impressio
nism. With the discovery of agriculture and with settlement in the Neolithic age, 
art took one of the most important steps in its history16 by turning away from nature 
toward the abstract and symbolic—this change, however, cannot be traced in 
neolithic styles of Tassili because of the nomadic character of the Sahara Neolithic, 
during which the hunt still played a very important role. 

It is true that the theory of magic does not explain all peculiarities of the primitive 
art of rock paintings. Some more recent pictures may have been decorative17, some 
are regarded as totem symbols18, others make the impression as if totemistic myths 
about the origin of the clan were their motif19. Even some genre-scenes have come 
down to us from the Neolithic times20. It is misleading to regard some pictures as 
representations of gods21 as e. g. H . Lhote does. The number of opinions about 
the primitive art shows how many-sided the imagination of primitive artists was. 
The main trouble facing us on interpreting the paintings may be modern man's 
way of thinking which differs greatly from that of a primitive man. We are tempted 
to assign great importance to the only feature whereas the variety of forms of the 
primitive art reflexes the many-sided activities of primitive men.22 

The Tassili rock-paintings were discovered by Brenans in 1933.23 Tassili-n-Ajjer 
is a sandstone plateau north-east of the mountain range Ahaggar adjacent to the 
western side of Fezzan. The primitive inhabitants took their shelter in abris there. 
The primitive artists of Tassili had a surprisingly rich palette at hand thanks to 
ochre slates protruding from beneath the ground in the region between Tamrit 
and Jabbaren. According to their position, the slates were exposed to various effects 
of sunshine, which caused their shading differring from a very dark brown to yellow. 
The ochres were pulverized and mixed with lactic acid, caseine and gum-arabic.21 

The paintings from the lowest levels are covered with a thick coat of paint which 
originally formed a real film on the wall. Lhote calls them the style of "Bullet 
Heads" and assigns them to a negroid people who presumably lived farther to north 
in humid postpluvial phases than they do today. Their art is explicitly that of a 
hunting people, neither domesticated animals nor cultivators occurring on the 
pictures. The hunters wear a simple bow; later on, big three times curved bows were 
pictured at Jabbarren. The early stage of the style is distinguished by monochromous 
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paint in purplish and later in yellow. On the pictures, moufflons and elephants 
are represented. The figures of hunters are noted for "bullet heads", rather big 
in proportion to the body, usually with 2 horns attached to them. On one picture25 

a hunter wears moufflon horns on his head and a spotted skin with a short tail, which 
was undoubtedly suited for deceiving animals when being hunted. Such masks 
serving for easy approaching the hunted animal are still a common practice among 
some primitive tribes of today.20 We know them also from the South African rock-
paintings of the bushmen,27 from Oua Mellen north-west of Djanet,28 and they 
occur on the rock-drawings in Wadi Hammamat as well.2 9 The engraved elephant 
with unnaturally thick legs from Timenzuzin30 may have its counterparts on the 
engravings of the Earliest Hunters in Wadi Hammamat.31 Lhote puts this picture to 
the so-called period of buffalo preceding presumably that of the Bullet Heads. 
An isolated example of a phantastical combined animal was found at Jabbaren-
elephant with antilope's head.3* Such a picture might be conceived as an incidental 
intersection or superposition of two paintings, nevertheless, A. Laming,3 3 who 
studied similar cases discovered in French caves,34 came to the conclusion that 
representations of this type (imaginary animals) must be held for deliberate combi
nations of various species of animals, which probably have some magical meaning.35 

The bowmen from the middle period of the Bullet Heads sometimes wear the Libyan 
lock,3 6 or the tipped apron of the "African" type,37 or a skin attached to the waist 
from behind, leaving the tail hanging down.38 The same part of dress is known 
from Egypt where it is worn by viziers, kings or gods on reliefs from oldest times 
until a very late period.39 

A strong influence from the Nile valley can be traced in Tassili at the end of 
the middle period of the Bullet Heads. The "White Lady" of Avarnhet40 wears 
horns on her head. The horns "support a corn field with grain pouring out of i t". 4 1 

Lhote's interpretation of the picture (connecting it with the Egyptian goddess 
Isis) does not seem probable not only because of the fact that the legend concerning 
introduction of agriculture into Egypt applies only to Osiris,42 but also for it is 
based on the supposition regarding the widespread existence of a prehistoric Mother 
Goddess, characteristically somehow associated with the deification of the Earth. 
This ignores an important point insisted upon by Frankfort (1958) that in historic 
Egypt the earth was always a male deity. In addition, the historic female deities 
of Egypt, though Mother Goddesses in the strict sense of the word, were not goddesses 
of fertility, nor "the fields", in the sense usually accepted e. g. for prehistoric female 
figurines, nor comparable to the Mother goddesses of historic Mesopotamia.43 If any 
parallel to the Egyptian pantheon should be drawn, the goddess Hathor must be 
considered. In Ancient Egypt, her worship was universal and her shrines were even 
more numerous than those of Horus. She was, in fact, the Great Mother of the world, 
the mother of every god and goddess. As the Egyptian examples show, Hathor 
was depicted as a cow in her oldest form44 but soon she appears also as a woman 
with horns on her head and the sun's disk between them, the latter shape resembling 
the White Lady of Avarnhet. 

The decline style of the Bullet Heads is characterized by coarse paintings omitting 
details and representing gigantic figures. It has been shown that the "Great Martian 
God", 6 m high, which is the biggest prehistoric painting in the world, represents 
a man hunting ostriches in a mask made of big leaves.45 

The drawings of the Bullet Heads are superimposed by pictures in quite a different 
style painted with a thin paint which soaked deep into the rock walls. The new 
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Fig. 1. Thread-like dancers from Jabbaren. 
(After Lhote.) 

"Bovidian" style is said to have been brought to Tassili by a pastoral people who 
Came froiYl the East. The horned cattle on the pictures belong to the two races bred 
in ancient Egypt, viz. Bos africanus and Bos brachyceros. The cattle is grouped 

into big droves driven by herdsmen. The 
red and yellow ochres predominate, while 
the white paint is used to denote the blazes 
of the mottled cattle or to draw a white 
line round human figures on the pictures. 
The Bovidian people practised hunting, 
too46. The bowmen of Tamrit and Jabba
ren47 wear what looks like a little apron 
made of leopard's skin. A man wearing a 
similar skirt of leopard skin is a part of 
a famous wall painting in the Late Gerz-
ean Hierakonpolis tomb.48 The bowmen's 
way of bending their bows is that of the 
inhabitants of steppes, contrasting with 

that of the forest dwellers which was common in the period of the Bullet Heads. 
The hunters are followed by a little species of dog with a short tail 4 9 which gave 
place to the hound in the period of chariots, and that of the riding horse. The Bovidian 
people recorded on their paintings the tropical fauna surviving in Sahara until their 
numerous herds accelerated the process of desiccation of the Sahara region by gra
zing its plant covering. In Avarnhet, a papyrus boat in the shape of the predynastic 
sickle boat with oars50 was used in hunting hippopotami. To the left of the boat there 
is an object recalling reed-floats usedJki fishing and hunting the hippopotamus in 
Ancient Egypt. 5 1 Agriculture is attested by a picture of women working in the 
field. People lived in shelters made of straw mats, sometimes with foundations of 
mud5 2. The bovidian culture seems to be neolithic in the full sense of the word, 
as the women depicted are carrying vessels in their hands. The figures with painted 
bodies of Timenzuzin63 hold some adze-like instruments in their hands54. A painting 
from Sefar55 representing a genre-scene is- of high importance for conceiving the mode 
of life in a bovidian settlement. On the picture, one sees a man lying in an oval hut. 
He is playing with a child, while another man is milking a cow outside,56 which 
shows that Bovidians' herds must have consisted of completely domesticated 
animals. Another proof for this is the mottling of the cattle, which is idem a result 
of domestication. We must conclude that the bovidian painters had been cattle 
breeders for many generations.57 

The bovidian pottery from the hut of Sefar59 consists of a cylindrical tumbler 
with broad rim, a semi-globular bowl with some kind of handles or slings attached 
to the brink, a flask with a narrow neck and everted rim (funnel-shaped), and a big 
jar with some sort of stopper stuck into its narrow neck. The corpus shows a great 
variability of forms corresponding to a later stage of Neolithic. The bovidian settle
ments were concentrated near the contemporary water sources in contradistinction 
of the paleolithic assemblages situated mostly on the hills in the desert. In the 
abris, cultural remains from that time are sometimes found, consisting mainly of 
kitchen rubbish which proves the bovidian culture to be neolithic. We come across 
saddle querns, potsherds, polished axes, flint arrow heads, scrapers and ornaments 
as beads and ear-rings made of perforated ostrich shells, and schist bracelets.59 

In the postbovidian period, the cultural influence from the Nile valley must have 
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reached its climax. Two typical "Egyptian" paintings (the so-called Bird-headed 
goddesses and the Sacrificial scene of Jabbaren) help us to date the period.60 On 
both pictures, we evidently meet Egyptian gods or kings distinguished by the uraei 
and the stylized pointed beards. With one exception61, the Egyptian beard seems 
to be worn by all the figures depicted on the two pictures. In Ancient Egypt, the 
beard was a sign of dignity attributed to kings, or gods, or the deceased (identified 
with Osiris), sometimes even regardless of their sex.62 The pictures under discussion 
bear several traits of the Egyptian painting art, i . e. the legs and the body are viewed 
in profile while the shoulders are turned by 90 degrees to the right to be seen en 
face. The head, however, is pictured in profile again whilst the eye is viewed en 
face like that of birds. 

The following period of chariots and that of the "bitriangular" people are the 
most recent styles in Tassili belonging to protohistoric times. 

The Setting of the Sahara Rock-Paintings as Seen in the Light of Prehistoric 
Remains and the Earliest Written Records 

The man developed in Africa from Lower Pleistocene onwards.63 At the end of 
Upper Pleistocene64, the Aterian culture spread over vast areas of Northern Africa 
including the northern half of Sahara, the southern part of which was occupied by 
the culture Tumba at the same time65. In addition, in the Upper Pleistocene levels 
of Africa Homo sapiens appears, bearing akin traits to the Cromagnon people of 
European Upper Paleolithic. In Africa, the specialization of lithic industry in Upper 
Paleolithic was progressing on the basis of the levallois-moustier technique. In 
Sebillien,66 a typical culture of "african" tradition, the specialization based on the 
levallois-moustier technique makes for microlithic industry. In Sebillian II and III, 
the flakes split from moustier disc nuclaei are trimmed into trapezoid, crescent 
or triangular shapes.67 A similar process leading from producing epillevallois flakes 
to microliths can be traced in the Kharga oasis.68 Querns and microliths used as 
sickle teeth signify that the process of transgression from food-gathering to food-
producing had already started at that time though we are not sure whether the 
sickles and querns were used for mowing 
and crushing cultivated plants or wild 
cereals. Pieces of baked clay probably co- j^0m^ammmtHKmmmmili0ll>>^>l^l>lll^9 
me from the mud walls built around fire- £ L J L ft i k 4 
places. Heaps of shells and bones of big k | \ sX&l V \ 0 # 
herbivora at Sebil are comparable to the w o WM \wm M \?MM 
kjoekkenmoeddings of Northern Europe. Wn «S m l Z r i l B p 

The encampments of that time are « * /T» flL V ^ E ^ f t 
grouped in the vicinity of today's water Wm W W I • » 
sources like the oldest rock paintings in • fm I I I I I I I 
Sahara.69 Two varieties of moufflon and 1 ' • I 4 v Jk M wh- flL • 
the short-tailed sheep70 pictured at Wadi I Jv i f M IT fT I f If fk 
Amazzar show that some natural pre- I H II I f V II If • If 
requisites of "neolithic revolution" were I "I M JJ L y | f e J 
present in the Central Highlands of Sahara. 
The African cultures both in Egypt and F i g . 2 . D a n c i n g m e n a n d w o m e n d r a w n o n a 

Central Sahara reached the Stage of pro- pot from Nagada I. (Brussels Museum.) 
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during microliths which provided for the most primitive agricultural tools (sickles). 
In 1953, prof. Braidwood proved on the evidence of Jarmo that incipient agriculture 
and animal domestication centred on what he suggests is the natural habitat 
area of the potentially domesticable plants and animals in the central grassy 

hill-country of northern Syria and Iraq, 
not including the inundated banks of big 
rivers as thought before.71 Recently, some 
evidence was found showing that culti
vation of plants did not necessarily precede 
cattle husbandry.72 As the desiccation 
of Sahara progressed, the fauna moved 
with the flora, followed by the hunters. 
The arid areas gradually separated larger 
groups of the inhabitants from one another, 
causing differencies in language.73 The en
forced iuxtaposition of people and animals 
in oases brought about that form of symbi
osis between them which is called domesti-

Fig. 3. Man and woman on a white croea-lined cation.74 

vase from Nagada I, S. D. 32. (After Petrie.) Most authors agree75 that the oldest 
rock-paintings in Sahara are of neolithic 

age. The Neolithic of Eastern Sahara, where the greatest galleries of rock-drawings 
are situated, shares many traits with that of Egypt. The inhabitants of Sahara, 
however, still depended greatly upon hunting.76 It is shown by the variety of quartz 
arrow-heads, while polished axes are rare; they are made of sandstone into trapezoid 
or rectangular shape. One edge of the axe is polished, whereas the surface was left 
rough.77 Those of minerals are polished all over the surface.78 Tanged arrow-heads 
with hollowed base occur mostly in the later stage.79 Pottery was made by hand. 
It contains vegetable admixture. Unfortunately, only potsherds have come down 
to us, some of them with scratched ornaments, the most interesting motif being the 
horizontal "herring-bone pattern" like at Merimde.80 Some kind of rudimentary 
trade must have been established between Sahara and the Nile valley, as amazonite 
perles from Tibesti have been reported both from the Fayum settlements81 and from 
neolithic "Gouge culture" of Khartum.8 2 

In the intermediary region in the Libyan desert (between the oases Kharga and 
Gebel Awenat) two neolithic cultures have been discovered, the older one being precer-
amic, the latter one influenced by the "Neolithic of Capsian traition"8 3. Myers 
found out that the pottery from the upper level coincides with that of the Armant 
cemetery as well as with that from the graves of the Vlth dynasty in Nubia. This 
proves that the neolithic still lasted in the desert whilst an urban civilization had 
already been born in the Nile valley. 

Hieroglyphic inscriptions are the first to cast dim light upon the regions adjacent 
to Ancient Egypt. West of the Nile, there was a land of steppe afterwards rich in 
fleeces and of stone, later useful quarrying, which the Egyptians knew as Temehu 
and the later Greeks as Libya. Libya had early traditional connecting with Greece 
and Egypt.8 4 The first recorded Libyan invasion into Egypt is that on the Narmer's 
palette (about 3300 B. C) . The Egyptian—Libyan "Kingdom of the West" may 
have existed at that time because the Pharaoh had to take the Great White Crown 
from the hands of "the noble foreigners who were at the head of the Libyans".8 5 In the 
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fourth and the fifth nomes, the goddess Neith, "the Lady of the West", was called 
Libyan, and it is tolerably certain that her worship was widespread even in predynas-
tic times.86 The kings of the Vth dynasty imported aromatic ointments from Libya. 8 7 

A great war against the Libyans was recorded on the walls of the funerary temple 
of Sahure who brought many captives, 
bulls, goats, rams and asses from Libya. 
The Egyptians under the Vlth dynasty 
do not speak of the Libyan people as if 
they were absolute barbarians; in Akhe-
naten's days, Libya was what it had been 
for centuries, a mere raiding field for Egyp
tian slave-razzias. In Menreptah's days 
(XlXth dyn., 1251-1231 B.C.), the L i 
byans under their chieftain, Themer, have 
made common cause with the so-called "sea-
peoples" but were beaten by the pharaoh. 
Another disastrous defeat of the year 5 
of Ramesse Il l 's reign (1200 B. C.) had 
doubtless too seriously weakened the Liby
ans for them again to attempt an invasion 
of Egypt during the reign of Ramesse III. 
But in the year 11 (1190 B. C.) they were 
themselves invaded by the Meshwesh (see 
fig. 4), a related tribe living on their west,88 

and the Meshwesh chieftains, Keper and 
Meshesher, father and son, laid waste the 
Libyan country. The Libyans were then forced to join the Meshwesh in an invasion 
to Egypt. Ramesse III. defeated them, slew 2.175 men, took 2.052 prisoners, of 
whom 558 were women and girls.89 Nearly a thousand of the Meshwesh were made 
herdsmen in charge of a herd of Amon, named after this victory.90 The defeated 
Meshwesh and Libyans are pictured on the relief scenes in the second court of 
Ramesse's temple at Medinet Habu. 9 1 In the list of their possessions 93 chariots92 

and 183 horses and asses are mentioned among others proving the Libyan tribes 
to have used chariots drawn by horses at that time93, these being used by the Phara-
onic army on a large scale, too94. Another report-of high interest describes Merenptah's 
fame in Libya after the First Libyan War 9 5. It goes like this: "He (Merenptah) 
has become a proverb in Libya; the youth say to youth, concerning his victories: 
'It has not been done to us since the time of Re', say they"96. 

From the oldest report on Northern Africa which has come down from antique 
times we learn that "the first inhabitants of Africa were the Gaetules97 and the 
Libyans, rude and barbarian peoples who fed on flesh of wild animals and grass 
like herds do" 9 8. These Libyans and Gaetules were prehistoric peoples, the forerunners 
of the Berber people99. Two races inhabited Maghreb since the oldest times till the 
end of the neolithic period, viz. the man of Mekhta el-Arbi on the Mediterranean 
shore, and the proto-meditterranean race who haunted the Southern regions, later 
on occupied by the Gaetules. Pliny the Elder 1 0 0 mentions a mighty confederation 
of Gaetulian tribes headed by the Autololes who controlled the area as far south 
as the Atlas. Farther to the south over the Draa, the Gaetules named Dariens 
roamed. The Gaetulian tribes were always written about as being nomadic. On 

Fig. 4. The captured chieftain of the Mesh
wesh on a relief in Ramesse Ill's Temple at 

Medinet Habu. (After Brugsch.) 
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the Other hand. tWO groups of Libyans were distinguished, one of them settled 
and carrying on agriculture near Lake Tritonis.1 0 1 These were called Maxyes.102 

Camps103 writes on the evidence of extension of protohistoric chapels of the "Sahara 
type" 1 0 4 that Sahara was inhabited by the Nasamons, "dates and locusts eaters".105 

The Garamants, who are considered to be the authors of the two latest styles 
of the Tassili paintings,106 "chased the troglodytic Ethiopians on chariots drawn 
by four horses".107 

Notes on the Dating of the Tassili Paintings 

This attempt to establish the chronology of several strata of the Tassili paintings 
is based on the idea that the age of a certain stage of prehistoric development of any 
region can be determined by means of imports or cultural influences from an adjacent 
region already lit by written documents. 

In Sahara, we are faced with the problem that archaeological sites are distant 
from the painted rocks owing to the fact that the function of the paintings was 
not decorative.108 As a rule, several films of paint from successive periods can be 
distinguished on the pictures. The depicted fauna can be compared with 
palaeontological facts; the garment, hair-does, weapons and tools of the pictured 
people are also to be examined thoroughly. If a region is rich both in rock-drawings 
belonging to one style and in prehistoric remains of one culture, it is possible to 
assign the paintings to the culture.100 Our situation is much easier if the abri is 
filled with the remains up to the height of the painting. This is, however, an extremely 
rare case in Sahara. Nevertheless, at least relative chronology is a conditio sine 
qua non for any interpretation of any kind of archaeological remains. Consequently, 
the aim of this paper is to apply some Egyptian chronological data to the sequence 
of the Tassili styles suggested by Lhote. 

M. Reygasse110 was the first to establish chronology of the Tassili rock paintings 
as a whole. He assigned the oldest paintings to the Neolithic on the evidence of the 
neolithic polished axes found nearby. The latest styles including that of chariots 
were put by him into the first millenium B. C. In addition, he mentioned some 
affinities of the Tassili paintings with those of Fezzan, Cyrenaica, and Eastern 
Spain (Cogul). Accordingly, H. Lhote holds the oldest style of the Bullet Heads 
for neolithic and suggests the 8th millennium B. C. to be its age. If we conceive, 
however, the Bullet Heads to be neolithic, then they must be more recent than the 
8th millennium,111 but since they seem to belong to a hunting people exclusively, 
it would be preferable to regard them as coming down from the first humid postpluvial 
phase, which would still imply a minor date than that suggested by Lhote. 

The "thread-like dancers" (cf. fig. 1) may be analogous to the figures painted on 
the pots from Naqada I 1 1 2 (cf. figs. 2 and 3). Both have arms upraised in 
a characteristic way. 1 1 3 

In the bovidian period, Egyptian barques are painted in Tamrit1 1 4 and Avarnhet.115 

They are similar to the incurved square boats, the intermixture of the Egyptian 
sickle boats and foreign square boats,116 which are typical for the period of the 
Eastern Invaders in Southern Upper Egypt. 1 1 7 Winkler 1 1 8 argues that the Eastern 
Invaders came from an unknown homeland to Mesopotamia as well as to Egypt. 
Their invasion from the East into Egypt 1 1 9 coincides with the penetrating of the 
bovidian folk who gradually pushed their way from the Nile valley westwards 
across Wadi Uwenat, Tibesti and Fezzan to Tassili.1 2 0 In addition to the barques, 
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a number of arguments are available to prove the bovidian invasion.121 The.pear-
shaped mace introduced to Egypt in S. D. 42 from Asia 1 2 2 is represented in the 
neolithic assemblages of Sahara123 as well as the arrow-heads with hollowed base 
known from the Fayum settlements in Lower Egypt and from Naqada II . 1 2 4 The 
brilliant technique of surface trimming which reached its climax in the "scimitar-
shaped" knives of Naqada II is also well attested in the Sahara neolithic,125 even 
though it might not have been of such a great virtuosity here. The bovidian pottery126 

can be compared with some predynastic forms.127 From the anthropological point 
of view, the Bovidians are akin to the Ethiopian race.128 Besides, linguistic affinities 
to the inhabitants of Ethiopia still exist among the tribes of Tibesti.1 2 9 The plant, 
which often appears on Decorated pots of Naqada II along with the boats, and 
was previously thought to be aloe, has been proved to be Musa ensete, a giant banana 
known in 17th century Abyssinia1 3 0 as the "tree against hunger" from its many 
uses for food and shelter. It would seem therefore to be represented on these pots 
also for a magic reason (to provide the dead with food and perhaps also with means 
of shelter). The boat may be the boat of life, and that may explain why, on the 
earliest Decorated pots, it carries clearly recognizable vegetation sprouting from 
its prow, not intended either as a sail or as a shelter for the steersman, as has been 
sometimes suggested.131 This explanation can be plausibly applied to the Egyptian 
barques in Tassili, too; for otherwise the presence of ships in a very arid region 
without streams or lakes would be extremely curious. The Musa ensete seems to 
appear along with the boat of Avarnhet.132 As Naqada II is contemporary 
with the culture Maadi, for which a radio-carbon date has been established 
3.305 ^ 230 B. C , we can conclude that the bovidian period began about the 
half of the 4th millennium B. C. 

The dating of the postbovidian period is aided by the scenes of sacrifying deities 
which are frequent in temples of Ramesse I I 1 3 3 (1292—1225 B. C). The deities bringing 
offerings are lined horizontally on the reliefs. Being various personifications of the 
Nile-god Hapy, they sacrifice to the king as the living embodiment of the state-god 
Amon. Their skin is coloured in blue like the Nile water even on the Tassili represen
tation, which is an extraordinary rare case on prehistoric paintings showing that 
the painter must have known special compounds. Their skin is in the green colour 
of the papyrus the stalks of which they hold vertically in their hands. The stalks 
seem to appear on the Sacrificial scene of Jabbaren,134 too; the horizontal lining has 
been preserved as well. The long white close skirts worn by a few figures on the 
picture were the fashion in Egypt during the New Kingdom. 

The prototype of the "Swimming Women" of Avarnhet135 may have been the 
figurines of swimming girls, which were in vogue in Egypt during the XVIIIth 
dynasty (the period of the Theban sculpture, 16.—15. cent. B. C.). 1 3 6 Their use and 
meaning was not religious as Lhote assumes.137 

The gap between the bovidian style and that of chariots was probably caused by 
the arid period following the Makali humid phase (2nd millennium B. C.). 1 3 8 The 
chariot drawn by horses139 was introduced into Egypt by the Hyksos invaders in 
the half of the 18th century B. C. The date post quern for the period of gallopping 
chariots appears to be the time of the Libyan wars under Ramesse III. (about 
1200 B. C.) when the defeated "sea-peoples" dispersed over the isles and shores 
of the Mediterranean. On the Sahara paintings, the Egyptian gallop is hardly 
discernible from the Minoan one.140 The late period of chariots and that of the riding 
horse are thought to belong to the Garamants. Drawing a parallel between 
8 sborn lk FF, E 
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archaeological data and Herodotus' text,1 1 1 G. Camps showed, however, that Sahara 
was inhabited by the Nasamons in the second half of the 1st millennium B. C. 1 4 2 

At the dawn of history, the unique art of the Sahara rock-paintings vanished. 

N O T E S 

1 Lhole H., A la decouverte des fresques du Tassili, Paris 1958, Engl. ed. London 1959. Tachudi 
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1 0 For the first time stated by Reinach S., L'art et la Magie, L'Anthr, 1903, pp. 125 — 136, 
on a parallel to the Australian aborigines. 

1 1 Cf. Begouen—Breuil H., Les cavernes du Volp, Paris 1958. 
1 2 The rook-drawings in Eastern Spain and Africa show that people did not abandon these 

rituals after they started growing cereals and breeding cattle, cf. Childe, New light on the most 
ancient East, p. 23. 

13 Lips J., Vom Ursprung der Dinge, Leipzig 1954, p. 59. 
1 4 In 0. Petterson's opinion (Magic-religion; some marginal notes to an old problem, Ethnos 

22, 1957, pp. 3 — 4), the word "magic'" should disappear as it has been brought in use by the con
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15 Kamil F., Egyptian Art through the Ages, Cairo 1960, p. 3. 
1 6 Cf. Hauser A., Sozialgeschichte der Kunst u. Literatur, I, pp. 9 — 10; Gilardoni, Naissance 

de l'art, p. 19 ff., and Bandinelli B., Organicita e astrazione, p. 12. 
17 Laming A., Paintings and Engravings, Germ, ed., Dresden 1962, p. 131. 
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19 Hauser, op. cit., pp. 9 — 24. 
2 0 E . g. Lhole, op. cit., pi. 56. 
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(Mainage, Les Religions de la Prehistoire, p. 738). The idea of supreme deity did not appear 
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22 Alpatov M. V., VseobSCaja istorija iskusstv, I, p. 47. Sim. Laming, op. cit., p. 135. 
2 3 L'Anthr 59, pp. 573-6; ibid., 60, p. 299 fF. 
24 //. Lhote, op. cit., p. 159, after an analysis of ochres from Gebel Uwenat. 
2 5 Ibid., pis 77-88 
26 iMming, op. cit., p. 161. 
27 Alimen, op. cit., pi. XXIX; cf. also Man, LXII, 1962, fig. 1. 
29 Tschudi, op. cit., reviewed by R. Vaufrey in L'Anthr 63 (1959), p. 108. 

2 9 Cf. Winkler H., Rock-Drawings of Southern Upper Egypt, II, pi. LV, 1. McBurney C. B. M., 
Stone age of Northern Africa, pis. 19,20 (In Habeter II, III). 

30 Lhole, op. cit., pi. 19. 
31 Winkler, op. cit., pis. LVI and VLII. For sim. engravings near Es-Sebua (Nubia) and Ain 

JSafsaf (Algeria) see Hamann R., Gesch. d. Kunst, Munich 1962, I, figs. 16, 21. 
32 Lhote, op. cit., pi. 20. 
3 3 In I/a signification de l'art rupestre paleolithique, Paris 1961. 
34 Laming, Paintings..., pi. 31, 39. 
3 5 Connected with sympathetic magic, ibid., p. 161. 
30 Lhote, op. cit., pi. 22. Cf. also Winkler, op. cit., pi. XII, 1 and Childe, op. cit.; quoting 

E. S. Thomas, JRAI, LVI, 385 ff. 
37 Lhote, op. cit., pi. 23. 
3 8 Ibid., pis. 22 and 24. The latter cf. L. Frobenius, Ekade Ektab, pi. LXXXVIb. 
3 9 Cf. the prehistoric stone plate from the Brit. Mus., depicting a hunting scene (Naqada III), 

or the palettes of King Scorpion and Narmer (Dyn. I). The pendant tails are also known from 
representations of conquered Libyan chieftains under the Vth Dyn., see L. Borchardt, Das 
Grabdenkmal des Konigs Sahure, II, Leipzig 1913, pis. 1,5. 

40 Lhote, op. cit., pi. 35. 
4 1 Ibid., p. 64. 
4 2 It was Osiris who taught the Egyptians husbandry; see Budge, The Gods of the Egyptians 

II, p. 124. 
43 P. J. Ucko in JRAI 92, 1 (1962), p. 43. 
44 Budge, op. cit., I, p. 428 ff. 
45 Lhote, op. cit., pi. 21 (Jabbaren). 
4 6 Moufflons are still hunted by the Tuareg in today's Sahara. 
47 Lhote, op. cit., pis. 12 and 31. 
4 8 See Quibell <fc Green, Hierakonpolis, London 1902, pis 75-9. 
49 Lhote, op. cit., pi. 57. The curly tail is a domestication feature fancied by Anc. Egyptians; 

Zeuner F. E., A History of Domesticated Animals, London 1963, fig. 4 : 13. 
5 0 Ibid., pi. 40. Cf. also Winkler, op. cit., I, pi. XXXIV. 
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6 1 M. 0. DdVm, The Mastaba of Ptahhetep & Akhethetep at Saqqareh, p. 37; for the reed-
float as hieroglyphic sign see Gardiner, Egyptian Grammar, p. 500. 

6 2 Shelters of the same type were in use at Merimde in Lower Egypt, cf. Junker, Vorlaufige 
Beriohte iiber die Grabung der Ak. der Wiss. in Wien auf der neolithisohen Siedlung von Merimde 
Benisalame, in Anzeiger d. Ak. d. Wiss. in Wien, phil.-hist. Kl. , 1929, pp. 156 — 248. In Sudan 
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6 3 Lhote, op. cit., pi. 18. 
5 4 Adzes of arch-shaped oblong profile were left by the neolithic settlers at Tennere; cf. Alimen, 

op. cit., fig. 61. 
66 Lhote, op. cit., pi. 56. 
B 8 Cf. also Winkler, op. cit., II, p. 22. 
6 7 Cf. ibid., 1. c. 
6 8 Cf. note 5 5 above. 
M Ibid., p. 63. 
6 0 Ibid., pis. I & 26. 
8 1 The head of the white deity on pi. I above resembles that of the ibis-headed god Thovt, 

but curiously enough the deity is female. 
6 2 Beard was worn e. g. by the queen Hatshepsovet, cf. Steindorff, Die Bliitezeit des Pharao-

nenreichs, fig. 18. 
6 3 Cf. Antiquity, 33 (1959), p. 287. 
6 4 For pluvials see ibid., p. 288; Dr Bernhardt opening paper of the 4th Panafr. Congr. on 

Prehist., Leopoldville 1959. 
6 5 Tumba is another name for the culture Sangoan which expanded from Kenya northwards 

during the last isopluvial. In the north it gave birth to Aterian (L. 8. B. Leakey). Aterian is 
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66 Vignard E., Une nouvelle Industrie lithique, le Sebillien, BIFAO 22, p. 76 ff. & id., in 
BSPF 1928, pp. 200-220. 

Id., Congres preh. de France, 10 (1934), p. 68 ff. 
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Light on the Upper Palaeolithic of Egypt, Proc. of the 1st Congr. Panafr. on Prehist., 1947, 
pp. 202-204. 
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70 Lhote, op. cit., p. 171. 
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JRAI 89, p. 35 ff. 
72 K. Narr, Viehzuchtprobleme und archaologisch-osteologische Quellen, Ethnos 22, 3 — 4; 

J. Bouchud, Les Paleolithiques ont-ils domestique le Renne? L'Anthr 63, p. 93 ff. 
73 Z. lidba, Ancient Nubia Calls for Help, New Orient bimonthly, I, 3, p. 7. 
74 Childe, op. cit., p. 25. 
7 5 Cf. infra, p. 80. 
7 6 Like the nomads of Sahara at the present day; cf. also note 46 above. 
77 Alimen. op. cit., p. 191. 
7 8 Ibid., pi. IX. 
7 9 Ibid., 1. c. 
8 0 Ibid., Junker, op. cit., 1929, 156 ff. 
8 1 Childe, op. cit., p. 36. 
82 Arkell A. J., Early Khartoum, 1949, pp. 40-84; id. in PPS, XV, pp. 42-9 & in Sudan 

Notes & Records X X X , 214-222. Id., Shaheinab. Oxford, 1953. 
8 3 Cf. Bagnold R. A. & others, in The Geographical Journal XCIII, pp. 281-312. 
84 Hall H. R., Egypt & the External World in the Time of Akhenaten, JEA VII, 52. 
85 Julien Ch. A., Histoire de l'Afrique du Nord, Paris 1951, p. 73. 
8 6 Cf. Budge., op. cit., I, p. 450 ff. 
87 Avdijev V. I., Istorija drev. vostoka, p. 174. 
88 Petrie has attempted to find the names of the Libyan tribes among the placenames still 

surviving in North Africa (in PSBA, XXVI, pp. 40 — 41). All the tribes were located to Algeria 
by him, the Baqana even farther to the west near Fez in Morocco. This shows that the centre 
of Temehu must have been situated farther westwards than that of today's Libya. The Meshwesh 
region was located on almost the same longitude with Tassili-n-Ajjer (9°—10° E.). 

89 Breasted J. H., Ancient Records of Egypt, IV, pp. 49 - 50. 
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9 0 Papyrus Harris, 10, 8. This means that the Meshwesh were a famous pastoral people. 
9 1 See J. Vandier, Manuel d'arch. egyptienne, II, p. 760; Nelson H. J., The Epigraphic Survey 

of the Great Temple of Med. Habu, Or. Inst. Comm. 5, Chicago 1929. 
9 2 The units are uncertain, and may be increased, but 93 is a minimum, and 99 is a maximum 

(Breasted, op. cit., p. 66). O. Bates (The Eastern Libyans, p. 159) gives an incorrect number 
(more than 100). 

3 3 Ibid., I l l , 583 is another proof for this; Agathocles made use of the Libyan chariots even 
in the 4th cent. B. C. during the war against Carthage (Diodorus, X X , 38, 2). 

94 Hoelscher (Mortuary Temple, I, pp. 3 — 8) discerns stables and special departments for 
king's chariots at Medinet Habu. 

95 Breasted, op. cit., Ill , 611. 
9 6 It is the Libyan youth who speak, in spite of their reference to Re, which shows that the 

knowledge of Egyptian gods was widespread in foreign countries. The situation was almost the 
same after the Second Libyan War under Ramesse III (ibid., TV, p. 40.). 

9 7 In the usage of Roman writers they comprised the wandering tribes of the southern slopes 
of Mount Aures and the Atlas, as far as the Atlantic, and the oases in the northern part of Sahara. 
The Gaetules were distinguished from the Negro people to the south, and belonged to the Berber 
race. They were noted for the rearing of horses, were clad in skins, lived on flesh and milk, and 
the only manufacture connected with their name is that of purple dye. 

98 Sallustius, Bellum Jugurthinum, XVII (transl. Emont, Paris 1947, p. 151). 
9 9 Cf. Balout G., Prehistoire de l'Afrique du Nord, Paris 1955. Id., Les hommes prehistoriques 

du Maghreb et du Sahara, Alger 1955. 
1 0 0 Quoted by Camps 0. in Libyca VII, 1, p. 17. 
1 0 1 For the location of the lake see St. Osell, Herodote, pp. 77 — 84. 
102 Herodotus, IV, 181, 186, 191. 
1 0 3 L. c, p. 20. 
1 0 4 Cf. Id., Sur 3 types peu connus..., BSPF LVI, pp. 101 — 108; for the ritus connected with 

them see M. Reygasse, Monuments funeraires preislamiques de l'Afrique du Nord, Paris 1951, p. 33. 
105 Herodotus, IV, 172. 
1 0 6 The style of chariots and that of "bitriangular" people, cf. K. Petrdfek in the Czech ed. 

of Little's book, Prague 1962, p. 205. 
107 Herodotus, IV, 183. For the problem of the chariots see Camps, 1. c, note 1. 
1 0 8 Cf. supra, pp. 73- . 
1 0 9 Applied by R. Vavfrey to the rock engravings of Maghreb, cf. L'art rupestre nord-africain, 

Paris 1939. 
1 1 0 Gravures et peintures du Tassili des Ajjers, L'Anthr XLV, p. 533 ff. 
111 K. Pelraielc places the Bullet Heads between the 10th and 8th millenia B. C. (in op. 

cit., p. 204). 
1 1 2 For the classification of the Naqada culture see H. Kantor, "Gerzean or Semainian", 

JNES 1944, pp. 110-136; for the chronology See R. - P. Charles, in JNES XVI, p. 240ff.; 
W. Kaiser, Zur inneren Chronologie der Naqadakultur, Archaeologia Geographica 1957, 6, 
pp. 69-77. 

1 1 3 For the gesture of the Naqada I idols see Ghilde, op. cit., PI. IVb; Z. Zdba, The development 
of primitive and class sooieties in Anc. Eg., New Orient bimonthly, III, 2, p. 35. Cf. also Winkler, 
op. cit., I, p. 40; ibid., pis. X X V & XII; and sim. gesture of the Tamrit "Venus", Lhote, op. 
cit., pi. 14. 

114 Lhote, op. cit., pi. 13. The barque resembles the incurved square boat, cf. Winkler, op. cit., I, 
pis. X X X V - V I . 

115 Lhote, op. cit., pi. 40. Cf. incurved sickle boats with oars, Winkler, op. cit., I, pi. XXXIV. 
1 1 6 See Winkler, op. cit., p. 41; for the first time painted on a decorated vase from S. D. 46— 63 

(Brit. Mus. 36. 326), cf. R. L. Bowe~n, Antiquity XXXIV, p. 117, correcting H. Kantor, JNES 
III, p. 116. 

117 Winkler, 1. c, & ibid., pi. CVII; op. cit. II, pis. X X I I - X X V . 
1 1 9 Op. cit. I, pp. 38-39. 
1 1 9 Cf. Petrie, The Making of Egypt, p. 31. Also pleaded for by Childe, op. cit., p. 67. 
1 2 0 See Oalassi, Tehenu, pi. VI. 
1 2 1 Suggested by Lhote, op. cit., p. 63. Winkler (op. cit. I, 26 ff.; II, p. 18) argues that the 

Eastern Invaders did not go farther west into the desert than to Hos, i. e. still in the valley. 
Nevertheless, they might have set in motion the Autochthonous Mountain Dwellers. 

122 Childe, op. cit., 1. c. 
123 Alimen, op. cit., p. 189. 
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^ 4 ^ n | a h a r f t . w e meet both U-shaped & V-shaped hollowing, the latter emerging in Egypt 

126 Alimen, op. cit., p. 188 & ibid., fig. 60. 
128 Lhote, op. cit., pi. 55; cf. also supra. 

Cf. Pelrie, Preh. Egypt Corpus, pis. VIII, 37; XII, 31; XIV, 50, 87b; XIX, 72b; XLIV, 
93b. (Forms from S. D. 34-63). 

128 Lhote, op. cit., p. 50. 
1 2 9 K. Pelrdiek in op. cit., p. 205, quoting E. Cerulli. 
130 V. L. Tdckhohn's view, supported by H. Larsen in Ann. Serv., LIV, pp. 239—40. 
1 3 1 A. J. Arkell, Early Shipping in Egypt, Antiquity 1959, p. 52. 
182 Lhote, op. cit., pi. 40. 
1 3 3 E . g. at Abydos; see N. M. Davies, Ancient Eg. Paintings, II, PI. XC; Champdor, Alt-

agyptische Malerei, Leipzig 1957, p. 190. 
134 Lhote, op. cit., pi. 26. 
1 3 6 Ibid., pi. 36; note the figure of an Egyptian. 
1 3 6 State Mus. of Arts in Moscow, No. 3. 627 (cf. Mat'e, Iskusstvo drevnego Egipta, fig. 129) 

or the Akhenaten's figure from Louvre (Steindorff, op. cit., fig. 119). 
1 3 7 The figurines were symbols of love, cf. Mafe, op. cit., p. 266. 
1 3 8 Cf. Alimen, op. cit., p. 159 and Clark J. G. D., World Prehistory, Cambridge 1961, table 

C on p. 15. 
1 3 8 Their names were of Semitic origin, cf. Erman-Grapow, Worterbuch der ag. Sprache I, 

p. 236. Those used by the Libyans were called "mrkbt", ibid., II, p. 113. 
140 E. Vwufrey, op. cit. 
1 4 1 Herodotus, IV, 172. 
1 4 2 op. cit., p. 20. 

K N O V f M O B J E V U M S K A L N f C H M A L E B NA S A H A f t E 

Autor se zabyva skalnimi raalbami, ktere prozkoumala a okopirovala v letech 1956 — 1957 
firancouzska archeologicka expedice pod vedenim H. Lhota na nahorni plosinfi Tasili-n-Azzer 
severovychodne od Ahaggaru. Tasilske skalni malby pfedstavuji nejvetsi galerii prav&kych 
maleb na svete a maji velky vyznam pro poznani nejstarsiho umeni. Autor se snazi podat alespon 
8aste6ny obraz historickeho prostfedi, z nehoz toto nastenne umeni vyrustalo, jak se jevi ve svetle 
archeologickych a nejstarSioh pisemnych pramenu. 

Opiraje se o egyptske vlivy, ktere se vyrazne projevuji na nfekterych obrazech v Tasili, autor 
naleza nekolik opernych bodu v chronologii stareho Egypta, ktere, aplikovany na system posloup-
nosti tasilskych slohu vypracovany pfedbezne H. Lhotem, davaji asi toto ramcove datov&ni 
tasilskych maleb: Rane stadium ,,Kulatych hlav" patfi do prvni postpluvialni vlhke faze (asi 
6. ai 4. tisicileti pf. n. 1.). Pokrocile obdobi tohoto stylu je jestfi soutasne s pfeddynastickou 
kulturou Nagada I; mezi nej a nasledujici bovidianske obdobi klademe tzv. nitkovite taneJniky. 
Bovidiansky styl souvisi patrn8 s expanzi z vychodu, ktera je dolozena ve II. stupni nagadske 
kultury v Hornim EgyptS. Nagada II je soucasna s kulturou Maadi, pro kterou bylo zjistcno 
radiokarbonovou metodou datum 3305 ± 230 pf. n. 1. Pofiatek bovidianskeho obdobi muzeme 
proto klast do poloviny ctvrteho tisicileti pf. n. 1. Postbovidianske obdobi je soucasne zhruba 
a egyptskou XVIII. a XIX. dynastii (16. —13. stol. pf. n. 1.). Obdobi „vozu" nastupuje po tzv. 
druhe valce libyjske za vlady Ramesse III. v prvni polovin6 12. stol. pf. n. 1. 

O HOB W X PH C y H K A X H A C K A J I A X , 
O T K P W T M X B C P E A H E H C A X A P E 

A B T o p n e j i a e T pa36op pucyHKOB Ha CKanax, KOTopue oTKpbwa n c K o n n p o B a j i a <fpanu,y3-
CK8H a p x e o J i o r H » i e c K a n 3Kcne«HiiHH nofl pyKOBOHCTBOM T e H p n JIoTa H a n j i o c K o r o p b e 
T a c c H j i H - H - A w H t e p reBepoBocTOHnee Axarrapa.PncyHKH Ha CKanax B T a c c n n H n p e A C T a B J i i n o T 
CO6OH cainyio 6oJinuyio KapTHHayio rajurepew HOHCTopa iecKoro H C K y c c T B a H a c B e T e H H M e w T 
o r p o M H o e 3 H a i e H H e AJIH rayqeHHH ca.Moro CTaporo HCKyccTBa — JKHBOIIHCH. A B T O P c T a p a e T c a 
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noMOH6 HaM npeflcTaBHTB ce6e, XOTH 6ti ^acTH'iHO, cpeny H OTHOUICHHH , n p n K O T o p b i x B03-
HHKJia 3Ta cKajTtHan HtnBonncb, cpeay, o KOTopoi i M M MO>KGM cyAHTb noc.peACTBOM apxeo-
nori i ' i ecKHX HaxoAOK. 

Ccbinanei. Ha ernneTCKOe BJiHHHue, KOTopoe Bbipa3HTe;ibH0 n p o H B j i j i e T c n Ha H e K O T o p u x 
TaccHUbCKHX p H c y H K a x , aBTop HaxoAHT HecKOiibKO onopHbix TOHCK B xpoHOJiorim y p o B H e i o 
Eranra, KOToptie einy noMoraiOT A a m p o B a T b STH p H c y H K H T a c c n j i H . flpeBHeiiuian itixmn 
p a c y n K O B c a x a p c K H x OXOTHHKOB ("Kpyrj ioroj ioBan CTaa,Hn) npnHaAJiejKHT K nepBOM nocT-
n^yBHaj ibHoi i Bj iawHoii i|>a3e (npn6jiH3HTe.iibHO V I — I V TbiCHneJiexne AO 11. 3 . ) ; B b i c m a n 
(JiopMa 9 T o r o CTHJIII coBna^aeT r. npeAAHHacTH»iecKoii KyjiLxypofiHara«a I(Aiupa); n p o M e a t y T o i -
H y i O CTBAHIO 3TOIO CTHJIH H CJieAyWinerO (60BHAHaHCKOro) C a x a p C K H X n a C T y X O B M M H a 3 b l B a C M 
, ,'raHUOpaMH C HHTeBWAHMMH KOHe'IHOCTHMH". BoBHAHaHCKHH CTHJlb, HCCOMH6HHO, MMGGT 
c B f i 3 b c B T o p w e H H e M c B o c T O K a , K O T o p o e flOKj'MeHTajibHo MOJKOT 6uTb flOKasaHo B n a r a A C K p i i 
K y a b T y p e l i epxHero Ernirra (rep3a). HaraAa II coBnaAaeT no BpeiieHH c Hi iwHeerrmeTCKoii 
Kyj ibTypof i M a a A H , AaTa KOTopoii ycTaHOBiicHa n p i i n o M o m H p a A H o a K T H B H o r o yr j iopoAa 
(C-14) — 3 305 ± 230 AO H. 3. riocT6oBHAnaHCKan s n o x a npH6jiH3iiTe;ibHO coBnaaaeT 
c e r H n e r c K O M X V I I I — X I X AHHacTHew (16—13 B. AO H. 3.). 3noxa KOJieeHiin; H a c T y n a c T noeJie 
T S K Ha3HBaeM0ii 2-oii JIHBHHCKOH B O H H M npn PaMseca I I I (20-H A H H a c r a n , nepBan nonoBWHa 

X I I B. ao H . 3 . ) . 




